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Why you need your own podcast show… 

Do you want to build an audience or 

add value to your existing audience? 

Do you want to create a platform that 

positions you as an expert, connects 

you to others, and can even provide 

an additional stream of income? Do 

you want loyal fans and followers 

“tuning in” regularly to hear from 

YOU? 

If you think these benefits would be an 

advantage to YOUR business then you 

should seriously consider podcasting. 

As Wikipedia states. “A podcast is a 

form of digital media that consists of 

an episodic series of audio, video, digital radio, PDF, or ePub files subscribed to 

and downloaded through web syndication or streamed online to a computer or 

mobile device. The word is a portmanteau of "(i)Pod" and "broadcast".” 

Although podcasts could be anything (audio, video, or even PDFs, as described 

above), they are most commonly associated with audio broadcasts. I like to think 

of podcasts like “on-demand talk radio” where you can subscribe to your favorite 

shows and listen to them whenever YOU want. 

Podcasting has been around for a while but in the past few years it has gained 

prominence – primarily because audio is easy to consume on the go thanks to 

mobile devices and in-car internet access.  

Thanks to the power of podcasting, you can listen to a trainer give you running 

tips while you’re out for a jog, or a chef walk you step by step through an amazing 

recipe in your kitchen, or a business coach give you business-building tips while 

you drive, or an author talk about his or her book while you sip a glass of wine in 

your living room. Whatever topics you’re interested in, there’s probably a podcast 

on it. 
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Even though there are many podcasts out there, there’s still plenty of room for 

YOU to share YOUR voice, insight, and expertise in your own podcast. Podcasting 

is such a powerful medium to connect with your audience – they’ll love getting to 

know you and hearing from you regularly. And you’ll establish a stronger 

foundation in your business with your podcast. 

Here’s a quick, non-technical overview of how podcasts work: Audio files (usually 

mp3 files) are hosted somewhere and then listeners can subscribe to your 

podcast. Whenever a new episode is released, the subscriber (on iTunes for 

example) is notified and the new episode is automatically loaded on whatever 

listening device they have.  

The benefit is that people can consume content whenever and wherever they 

want. Most of the content is evergreen too – so is relevant anytime (for the most 

part) – so if you listen to a podcast episode from 6 months ago you can still glean 

some amazing tips and content. It still has value – a long shelf life. 

 

How Podcasting Can Help Grow Your Business 

 Connect with your 
audience.  Podcasting 
gives you the ability to 
speak directly to your 
target audience in a way 
that makes a personal 
connection with them. 
They’ll come to feel that 
they know you, which will 
build your credibility and 
help to generate more 
business. 

 

 Generate attention and interest. Podcasting gives you the opportunity to 
capture attention, interest and curiosity about a topic that is related to your 
business, your interests, and your passions. 
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 Build your platform. Podcasting lets you get your message out to the public in 
a way that complements your social media marketing, website, and 
traditional marketing programs. 

 

 Create content. Podcasting allows you to highlight relevant, timely, and 
interesting content in a way that is simple and fun to do. 

 

 Boost your SEO: When you promote your podcast on social media and folks 
click back to your website that houses it – voila Organic SEO. This boosts your 
rankings.  

 

 Broaden your exposure and reach. Podcasting will turn you into an expert 
and will benefit your guests as well. Think of how many people will share your 
podcast PLUS think about your guest – and who THEY share it with. Now 
multiply that by how many guests you have in a year – WOW! 

 

 Network and build relationships. Podcasting is a form of networking and 
building relationships. It’s a way to get to know other people (and businesses) 
in other industries that you wouldn’t necessarily connect with.  

 

 Increases referrals. All those great relationships mentioned above will think 
of YOU as an expert in your field and is more likely to refer you to others that 
they know and seeking that type of product or service.  

 

 Increase your connections and benefit others. Podcasting allows you to 
benefit others as you refer other people to your peers or clients. “Yes, I know 
the perfect person who can help you pay less taxes – let me connect you with 
‘Joe Smith’” It’s a win-win for everyone.  
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How Do I Get Started? 

The first order of business is to 

identify your concept – the 

overall idea, topic, and purpose 

of your podcast.  

Every podcast has a specific 

concept, and that’s one of the 

reasons that people listen to 

you. Your concept will attract 

the listeners who want to know 

more about the topic you’re 

talking about. The more clearly 

you define your concept, the 

more you’ll attract the right kind 

of listeners. 

If you have a podcast about accounting strategies, you’ll attract listeners who 

want to know that information; if you have a podcast about rock music, you’ll 

attract listeners who want to know that information.  

Identifying your concept is crucial because people will rarely listen to a podcast 

that has NO concept at all.  

Chances are, you already have a general idea of your podcast’s concept – perhaps 

tied to your business, industry, or a personal interest. You’ll also want to 

determine the format of your show. Some podcasts have just the host talking, 

although the most popular format is for the host to interview guests. Throughout 

this report, you’ll read the steps to create an interview-style podcast, although 

some of the steps can be eliminated if you just want your podcast to feature only 

your voice.  
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Here are some questions and points to think about to help you refine your 

concept and make sure it’s well-defined and will benefit you, and I’ll use my own 

podcast as an example to illustrate some of the answers: 

1. Who is your target market? Who will be your listeners?  

Ex: Mine are emerging and growing entrepreneurs seeking to be more efficient 

and productive and who want to get tips on how to further their business. 

2. What are THEIR interests? Why would they listen? What do they want to learn 

about? This question is important because, even though you should be podcasting 

with your own interests in mind, it’s also important to know why anyone else 

would listen… what will THEY want to know? This can help you identify potential 

episode topics. 

3. What types of topics would you cover? What is the reason for your podcast 

show? What’s the purpose?  

Ex: Mine is to help entrepreneurs be more efficient, productive and profitable in 

their business.   

4. Think of a title and tagline. This should tell your potential audience what your 

podcast is about and give them a reason to listen. 

Ex. Sailing to Success Podcast Show: Helping you be more efficient, productive 

and profitable in your business. 
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5. Think about what kinds of guests you would have on your show to fulfil your 

purpose and intrigue your audience. Maybe you already have some great 

connections to start with; maybe there are some topics or questions you have that 

interest you.  

Ex. I had Dr. Carri – a doctor of Functional Medicine on my show because I was 

interested in learning more about fatigue and how to have more energy and 

clarity of focus. Hey – if I was interested, then I imagine others would be to.  

 

After you use the Printable Worksheet below to 
formulate your podcast concept – download the 2nd 

part of your Ultimate Guide! 

 

“Top 7 Things You Need To Start Your  
Own Podcast Show”  

(Plus Printable Checklist) 
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PRINTABLE WORKSHEET 
Helping You Formulate Your Podcast Concept 

 
 
Who is your target market? 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________  
 
What are their interests? What would they like to learn about? 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________  
 
What types of topics would you cover? What’s the reason/purpose for your 
podcast show? 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________  
 
Write down some ideas for your title and tagline: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________  
 
What types of guests would you have on your show to fulfil your purpose and 
meet the needs of your target audience? 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________  
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About the Author 

Lyndsay Phillips is the CEO and Founder of Smooth 

Sailing Online Support. Through her amazing VA team, 

they support emerging entrepreneurs (Speakers, 

Business Coaches, Life Coaches, Tax Coaches, Authors 

and more) who are seeking fast-paced business growth 

but have finally come to the realization that they can’t 

do it alone, do it all and do it well.   

Host of Smooth Sailing Online Support TV and also 

Sailing To Success Podcast, Lyndsay strives to motivate, inspire and help 

entrepreneurs be more productive, efficient, boost profits and grow their 

business.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can find Smooth Sailing Online Support TV, Sailing To Success Podcast Show 

and Blogs at www.LyndsayPhillips.com 

Learn more about how Smooth Sailing Online Support can calm the choppy 

waters of fast paced business growth at www.ssonlinesupport.com 

 


